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South Mormon Barn Fall

Sandy Wittman

Congratulations to Sandy Wittman whose photograph was selected as the Seasonal Image of the Month.

It was taken in Grand
Teton National Park near Moose, WY (about 20 miles north of Jackson, WY) around sunrise in the Fall of 2011.
Your photo can be here next month - see “Opportunities” section on page 8 for the entry procedure. ◊

Presidents’ Column

A while ago I did a Google Map search for directions to Olathe, Kansas and, as happened
many times before in doing a search, the app gave me numerous routes that all routed me
to the same place. Surprisingly, that brought me to thinking about a photograph.

Chuck

Al

My wife, a retired K-5 teacher and principal, told me the school district system sort of wanted all its teachers to teach a subject
the same way. She laughed in relaying this story to me, and said, “Well, as good as the concept is, we all had our own teaching
styles, and that’s how we taught.” Not surprising - all the variations of individual styles worked, and the children benefited from
the talents of the multitudes of teachers. In other words the children all got to the same place.
What brought all this to light for me was during one of our club outings. One of the members asked to tag along with me to
see how I take a photograph. Like me, she has a passion for the hobby and tries very hard to get better (not that hanging with
me is going to make that happen, but she asked) and I happily obliged.
As we walked around the area taking pictures I suddenly realized how difficult it was going to be to explain to another person
how I see a subject I want to photograph. I was having a difficult time explaining that “style” only I have to another person.
I have had many mentors in my life, and as I look back I learned from each of them. But trying as hard as I could, I never
learned to copy their style. Now I understand why. Yep, it took a long time - and I was not surprised to realize I wasn’t surprised by this revelation.
If you attend one of our club outings, take some pictures, and later have a chance to view other

CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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ANALYSIS OF A PICTURE

members’ photographs from that outing (like I have the privilege of doing), you
will see the exact same subject photographed in very different ways. Like me, you
will think to yourself “Hey, I saw that shot, but I sure didn’t see it this way.” Yep,
the photographer saw the very same image, raised their camera and took a picture using their style to achieved a totally different look. That is the beauty of the
art form of photography. It is so individualistic and personal to each of us.
Most of us have calendars hanging on our walls at home. They portray beautiful
scenic glory, animals, children or other classic items that interest us. The reason
they are on a calendar is the photographer captured something special enough for
the publisher to notice and want to use it in their publication. So what made that
photograph special? That, my friends, is the magical question. What makes the
photograph special?
There are photographers who never shoot without a tripod, and those that never
use one. There are photographers who labor over each shot, creating the image
in the frame before they ever consider touching the shutter release. And there
are those that just react and shoot when their “style brain cells” are activated by
something they see. The wonder and beauty of this magical hobby is the simplicity
itself. Soft and gentle, hard and contrast, linear and circular - all available to us to
use as our style preference.

Roger Willingham

In 2012, I photographed the flag midday and the fireworks that night using a
Nikon D5000 with an AF-S Nikkor 55-200mm 1:4-5.6G ED VR lens. Then I
combined and edited them in Photoshop Elements 10. In layers, I placed
the fireworks on top of the flag. Then using a mask, I painted out the unwanted parts. With the flag positioned in front of the fireworks as I wanted, I
made a levels adjustment by nudging the white and black sliders to increase
the contrast. Before and after photos are shown below.

Flag

Roger Willingham

Fireworks

Roger Willingham

For two years I was in a rut. I could not take a photograph unless it was competition quality. Trust me. That puts a great deal of restriction on your photographic
plate. I entered nothing into competition and I did very little photography because
of the restriction and frustration I placed upon myself. My wonderful wife asked
why I was not entering anything into competition or shooting any photographs
after noticing I hadn’t touched my camera equipment for a considerable time. I
explained my funk to her and she simply said, “It sounds like you aren’t having fun
anymore.” Bingo, all the lights went on at the same time. I wasn’t having fun – but
why?
Reflecting back, I now understand the reason. It was as I explained up front - I
was trying to emulate others because I respected their work and wanted to copy
it. I wanted to shoot like they did and make beautiful photographs like theirs, and
I wasn’t succeeding. My pictures didn’t look anything like theirs. Why should
they? After all I’m me, not any of them. This frustration literally froze me and I
stopped having fun and stopped taking pictures. My passion light was flickering
with a very low glow at best. I was trying way too hard to please others with my
photographs, when in reality the only one I needed to please was me. If I liked the
picture, that was all that was important. But in truth, I was trying to make every
shot fit on a calendar.
After the conversation with my wife I took on a brand new attitude. I started
taking photographs simply for fun again. No more trying to copy someone I respected and wondering how “they did that”. I was in my own world now. My
style thought process was in charge. I took pictures of anything that grabbed my
eye or attention. Digital is inexpensive – shoot all you want. What I learned in
the process is that my style is mine alone. No one can copy it, just as I understood I couldn’t emulate anyone else’s. I guess the proof is in the pudding as they
say, because my first entries into competition after this two year hiatus all scored
very well, and you know what? It was fun!

WIDECOVERS.COM

As I continue to grow as a hobby photographer, I also try to learn as much as I
can every day about photography. I talk to talented people and attend classes and
presentations. I read photography books and magazines. And in many cases, it
pays off. I’ll read about a new technique and go apply it and play with it to see if it
fits into my style. This is a personal gut feeling for sure, and it comes from within
us. We recognize the passion and super feeling it causes us to experience. And
when that feeling from deep within you generates that “WOW” factor, you know
you have another tool to put into your style folder, and you learn and grow as a
photographer. Everything you do using your own individual style will get you to
the same place no matter what route you take. And trust me on this one, it only
happens if you are enjoying yourself and having FUN.
Chuck ◊

Flag and Fireworks

Roger Willingham

Readers are welcome to send in their own editing examples (either composite as shown in
this column, or single photos) for publication in the newsletter. A requirement is that the
submitter must have take the photograph(s) and done the editing themselves. - Ed ◊

STREET PHOTOGRAPHY

At the September, 2015 CLCC meeting guest speaker John Batdorff gave a presentation on Street Photography. John is an accomplished professional photographer
and author of several photography books. His presentation covered many aspects
of the subject including equipment, opportunities, 'dos & don'ts' and photographers'
legal rights. It was well received, and elicited many questions from the group of
about 45 members and guests. Both John and his assistant Staci (who accompanies
him on his shoots and presentations) fielded all questions.

John Batdorff (L) and Staci (R)

Paul Litke

John's website is http://johnbatdorff.com/ . ◊
CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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ICONIC PICTURE OF AN OCTOBER DAY IN HISTORY
ASK A PRO

Rich Bickham

In 1957 the United States and the Soviet Union were locked in an ideological clash
of cultures and political philosophies known as the Cold War. Each was involved
in an arms race involving intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), long range
bombers and nuclear weapons. One that grew scarier by the month as the weaponry became more deadly, and Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev's rhetoric became more threatening with phrases like "We will bury you." directed at America.
Against this backdrop came an event that upped the ante and opened a new era in
technological advancement - the "space age".

HTTP://WWW.SPUTNIKBOOK.COM/IMAGES/GALLERY/KIDSSKYWATCHINGLK.JPG

On October 4, 1957 the Soviet Union launched an artificial satellite into Earth
orbit. Its name was Sputnik (the Russian word for traveler or companion), and it
was announced to the world on the following day. It was a 23" diameter metallic
sphere weighing 184 pounds and packed with electronics. It circled the Earth
every 98 minutes traveling at about 18,000 miles per hour. Its elliptical orbit varied
in altitude, averaging 359 miles, passing over the United States seven times a day.
It broadcast a series of 0.3 second beeps (at approximately 20 and 40 MHz) that
repeated every few seconds. The signal was easily received by shortwave radio
receivers on Earth - a constant reminder to all of its presence.
It was immediately apparent that the Russians (a widely used term for the Soviets)
were significantly ahead of the United States in space technology. The implications
were of great concern to the American military and frightening to the American
public, both of whom were of the opinion
that ICBMs with nuclear warheads could
be similarly launched into orbit and threaten the United States with widespread
destruction, devastation, and little warning
time to seek shelter. The public reaction
included outrage with its leaders, paranoia
and in some cases panic.
However, public reaction also included
fascination with the new technology, especially among the upcoming generation*.
The picture on the left shows two young
boys (the oldest with binoculars) looking
at the night sky, hoping for a glimpse of
Sputnik as it traversed a path across the
sky - a tiny dot of reflected sunlight differentiated from the stellar background by its
rapid movement across the sky.
Sputnik 'circled' the Earth for about three
Unknown months (the first 22 days during which its
transmitter worked) before its orbit decayed and it burned up in the atmosphere
during reentry. Its impact on United States policy was swift, wide-reaching and
long-lasting. Among significant actions taken by the U.S. government as a result of
Sputnik were:
Young Sky Watchers

 Acceleration of then-existing projects to launch U.S. Earth satellites into orbit

(the first successful launch coming in January, 1958 after two spectacular failures
broadcast live on network television),

 Formation of the National Aeronautical Space Administration (NASA) in 1958,
 Greatly increased funding for science and mathematics education in public
schools, including the passing of the 1958 National Defense Education Act and
the National Defense Student Loan Program which provided financial aid for
colleges & universities, and college students respectively.

While the arms race with the Soviets continued at an accelerating pace, both
countries entered into a space race. A bold gauntlet was thrown down several
years later in May, 1961 by then U.S. President John F. Kennedy who publically announced that the United States would endeavor to send a man to the moon and
return him safely to Earth before the end of the decade (the 60's). An enormous
amount of money (approximately $22 billion, or $129 billion in 2015 dollars) was
spent on the three manned spaceflight projects (Mercury, Gemini and Apollo) that
enabled the successful realization of that goal on July 20, 1969. A manned lunar
landing was a feat the Soviets never achieved.
To-date there have been over 8,000 satellites launched into Earth orbit by ten
countries, about 3,000 of which remain in orbit today.
* As a fifth grader, I clearly remember my fear during, and fascination with, this
time. It was in large part why I chose electrical engineering as a career. - Ed ◊
CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

Jim Pierce
Send your questions to:
downtownprophoto@sbcglobal.net
Please do not submit model-specific
questions about cameras.
Jim did not receive a question this month.

◊

TIPS OF THE MONTH
Submitted by Sandy Wittman

I like to do a lot of research before I go on a trip.

I usually look for interesting
sights in the area and also check out the web photography sites, especially Smugmug.com and Flicker.com. However, one of the best sources of information that I
have found yet is the Photograph America Newsletter.
Written by photographer Robert Hitchman, Photograph America Newsletter is a
twelve page travel newsletter for photographers, published since 1989. Each issue
of the newsletter describes in detail where to photograph spectacular landscapes,
interesting wildlife, hidden waterfalls, remote beaches, slot canyons, colorful wildflowers of North America, the best time to photograph, area maps, road conditions and other warnings, weather during various seasons, campgrounds and lodging, and sometimes he even tells you where to stand to get a good shot. You
learn where, when, and how to discover the best nature photography in America.
Hitchman has been to all of the places described in his newsletters, so you get a
sense of his own trip to the location.
Several years ago, I went on a self-designed photographic tour by myself to Nova
Scotia. I kept Hitchman’s newsletter on the passenger seat for directions. I was
able to photograph things I would never have found otherwise. It was very helpful.
The newsletters are available individually, in regional collections, as complete
collections, and by subscription. A one-year subscription includes four issues, as
pdf files via email download links, as printed newsletters, or as both pdf files and
printed issues. The pdf files are now being published with color photographs. The
newsletters are very reasonable priced as well.
Some of Hitchman’s newsletters have been on the Outer Banks, Mount Rainier
National Park, Santa Fe, Taos, Death Valley, Sanibel Island, Captiva Island, and the
Everglades, New Hampshire & Louisiana Wildlife Refuges.
For more information, check out the website at:
http://www.photographamerica.com/ .
Submitted by Roger Willingham
I found this list on-line and thought you might like to see it. The twelve elements listed below are of importance to photography competition judges.
1) Impact
2) Technical Excellence
3) Creativity
4) Style
5) Composition
6) Presentation

7) Color Balance
8) Center of Interest
9) Lighting
10) Subject Matter
11) Technique
12) Story Telling

The source of the list is Michael Timmons of the PPA (Professional Photographers of America) - http://www.ppa.com . ◊

LINKS OF THE MONTH
Submitted by Sandy Wittman

Should photographers keep locations secret?

Here's an interesting perspective.

http://photofocus.com/2015/07/16/should-photographers-keep-locations-secret
Here is an article from Rangefinder that contains a description of the characteristics of a good photograph.
http://digitalmag.rangefinderonline.com/rangefinder/may_2015#pg32 ◊

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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CLCC CLUB OUTINGS
S & G HORSE BOARDING FARM
and GIVENS FARM PHOTOGRAPHS

August 22, 2015

I'm Tired

Rinus Lammers

Red Barn

McHENRY RIVERWALK PHOTOGRAPHS

September 19, 2015

Rinus Lammers

(L to R) Peter Pelke II, Lyle Anderson, Norm Kopp & Rich Bickham by Paul Litke

Jug in a Window

Chuck Rasmussen

Feeding Time

Rinus Lammers

Lyle Anderson

Picnic

Chuck Rasmussen

by Roger Willingham

Alexis Cooper Feeding Horse
Chuck Rasmussen

Connie Sonnenberg

Nap Time

Red Barn

Rich Bickham by Roger Willingham

by Paul Litke

Rinus Lammers
by Paul Litke

Chuck Rasmussen

Chuck Rasmussen

Two other of Rinus Lammers' pictures
from this outing were shown in the
September issue of the newsletter. ◊

Red Barn With Copulas
Rinus Lammers
Pedestrian Bridge Across Boone Creek

CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101

Rich Bickham
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CLCC CLUB OUTINGS

CLCC SUPPORT STAFF CHANGES

CANTIGNY PARK PHOTOGRAPHS

BOOKKEEPPER POSITION

September 13, 2015
Club members Lyle Anderson, Royal Pitchford and Roger Willingham traveled to Cantigny Park in Wheaton, IL on Sunday, September 13 for The North West Territory
Alliance's "Revolutionary War Reenactment and Encampment". They got to experience the look and feel of 18th Century life in America during that era of our
nation's history. Several pictures from their visit are shown below.

Maureen Harris, who volunteered to act as the club bookkeeper since the middle
of last year has decided to step down from that role. Maureen’s main responsibilities included collecting money for things like membership dues, mats, etc., and
handling the club’s checkbook. Grace Moline, who has been the club Treasurer
since last February, has now taken over that responsibility which more logically
belongs with the Treasurer.
The club extends its gratitude to Maureen for having stepped up to volunteer
when the need arose. Thanks, Maureen, for a job well done! ◊

FACEBOOK UPDATE
Scott F. Migaldi

Social Media!
(L to R) Colonist, Royal Pitchford &
Lyle Anderson by Roger Willingham

Canon Fire

Roger Willingham

If that is a term you have only just started hearing about, you are
probably over 25 years old. Social media is the term that is used to describe a
host of web sites and mobile applications that allow people to interact electronically over the Internet. For CLCC we have a social media presence - Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
The new admin team is myself, Alexis Cooper and Margie Paffrath. We have started
brainstorming up new ideas for the site. If you have any ideas, let us know too! A
great place to submit those ideas is the club’s Facebook page itself.
The Facebook page is primarily for club members, but it is an excellent way for us
to stay in touch with the community and to attract new members. There are
currently 108 people who have liked our page (not all are club members), which
means they get updates about things that are posted there. If you are not one of
those, I urge you visit the page. Maybe you are one of the people not yet on
Facebook. Please consider it. Our Facebook page is a place where you can interact all month long between meetings. Recently a new team has been asked to
take over the reigns of running the page now that Mario Salazar has stepped down
due to other responsibilities.

Revolutionary War Soldiers

Roger Willingham

One of the things that Mario started was the Photo Challenges. These challenges
were like mini-contests but without competition, less formal, were meant to be
fun and provide a chance to get out and shoot stuff, share photos and see what
other club members were doing. I had a great time participating in these and we
will be bringing them back starting in October! Visit the site to see what the first
challenge will be. We are also thinking of adding specific, ongoing photographic
technique activities. Some of the ideas we are discussing are Macro Mondays,
Wide Wednesdays, Fun Fridays, etc. We will also be using the site to remind
people of events, outings, meet-ups and regular meetings.
The Facebook page will be as active as you want it to be. We will be setting up
opportunities for people to interact on it, but you do not need to wait for us to
start posting photos and asking questions. You can request an album to post your
photos on the site - several members already have done so. We also post photos
from the outings that members want to share. ◊

Typical Colonists of the Revolutionary War Era

Royal Pitchford

NEXT CLCC CLASS COMING UP

The next in a continuing series of photography classes will take place on Tuesday, October 13, 2015. The course name is "The Four C's of Photography" and
will be taught by club Vice President and Director of Education Peter Pelke II. It
will cover the subjects of Color, Contrast, Clarity and Composition. Time and
location are shown below.
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Home State Bank
Community Room (lower level)
611 South Main Street
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
The class is free to paid-up CLCC members and $25 to non-members (who automatically become members upon payment). To resister, send Chuck Rasmussen
an email with your name and phone number to chuckr@camira.com. If you have
questions call (847)-346-9957.
Colorful British Flags

Royal Pitchford

See the club calendar of events on page 9 for the dates of future club outings. ◊
CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

Peter requests you bring a camera, camera manual, tripod, flashlight and an object
to photograph. ◊

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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IT’S BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR SUBJECT *
Firmware, Software and ASICs

This month we discuss a somewhat abstract aspect of the DSLR – firmware and
software. We will also discuss ASICs (Application-Specific Integrated Circuits) at
some length. I use the term abstract above because unlike previous
columns in which we explored physical parts of the camera (things
you can touch & feel), firmware and software are instructions (stored
as 1s and 0s in the camera’s memory) that run on the various microcomputers that are contained within the DSLR. Both firmware and
software are basically just computer code that can be changed. The
ASIC is a dedicated integrated circuit (a physical thing) that performs
a specific function within the DSLR.
Let’s start by explaining the difference between firmware and software. Firmware is
the instruction set embedded in the DSLR that enables its basic functionality - it is
the DSLR's Operating System (OS) and is stored in Flash Memory. It comes preinstalled with the camera, and changes to it are tightly controlled by the manufacturer. Software is comprised of applications (usually third party) that can be loaded
into the DSLR by the user. Software consists of a set of instructions stored in user
accessible memory – and which run under the DSLR’s OS.
First we discuss DSLR software. There is much software available to support the
DSLR and other types of digital cameras (primarily photo editing or camera control
applications) but they don’t run on the DSLR itself – instead they run on a computer
or smartphone which may interface (wired or wireless) to the DSLR. Since this
column is intended to discuss what is “between you and your subject”, specifically
the DSLR itself, and not your laptop, tablet or smartphone (excluding using your
phone’s built in-camera, which we are not considering here) we will not discuss
those software applications. After searching the internet for a while I could find no
commercially available software that can be loaded into, and actively controlled
through your DSLR. Therefore, we will move on to firmware.
Firmware controls the operation of your camera - things like internal image processing, autofocus, exposure, ISO, … It also controls the user interface (on-screen
menu picks, and physical buttons & knobs) and the DSLR’s internal hardware based
on those picks and settings. It is stored in an internal memory not intended to be
directly accessible by the user. It can be upgraded by downloading newer manufacturer-supplied firmware versions. To do
so, check the current version of your
DSLR's firmware by navigating to the appropriate menu as shown in the figure on
the left. Then go to the manufacturer
website to see what the latest firmware
version is for your particular camera. If you
don't have the latest version, follow the
instructions on the website and/or in your
user manual to download and install the
new firmware.

TRIGGER PIPELINE + TIMING(TRIP_T - DESIGNER A. MEKKAOUI

Firmware can also be “hacked” and modified by sophisticated users to perform new
functions or reveal inherent but hidden capabilities of the camera (some manufacturers use the same core firmware in all DSLR models, but do not enable a complete feature set in their less expensive models). There are a variety of hacked
firmware upgrades available on the internet, but beware. You really have to know
what you are doing or risk disabling your camera. Even if successful, you will probably void the warranty.
Now lets discuss ASICs. An ASIC is a custom integrated circuit (an unpackaged
example of which is shown on the right) designed to perform a specific set of functions. It is non-programmable in the traditional sense (meaning it does not contain a
memory which holds an instruction set to
direct it's operation). It is 'hard-wired' to
perform only it's intended function. This may
seem like a disadvantage. Why restrict it's
functionality when a microprocessor can be
programmed to do the same thing, while
being able to be reprogrammed to correct
software bugs or improve performance? The
answer is speed and efficiency, as is shown in
the figure on the top of the next column
which displays Millions of Operations Per
Second (MOPS) per mW (0.001 Watts) for a
sampling of twenty different computing integrated circuits. This is because a programmable microprocessor comes with a lot of overhead in order to provide the
CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

flexibility needed to be able to perform whatever it is programmed to do. The
same microprocessor can be used in a virtually unlimited number of applications
including operating a DSLR, an automobile fuel system, a scientific calculator, a
major appliance, a weapons control system, et al.
An ASIC can only be used in the application for which it was designed, and is
typically used to support real-time applications. A real-time application is one in
which the required output of a set of computations in response to a dataset available at time tn must be completed prior to the time tn+1 at which time the next
dataset becomes available. DSLR image processing is an example of this requirement - the process is depicted graphically in the flow diagram shown below.

In still photography the time interval (tn+1 - tn) between images may be on the
order of a tenth of a second. A more demanding application available on nearly all
DSLRs today is HD video for which the time interval between frames is on the
order of 0.03 seconds. Examples of ASIC-based real time processing in DSLRs
include Nikon and Canon which use it in their Expeed and DiG!C chips respectively. For more information on this subject, see my June, 2015 newsletter column discussing the digital image processor.
An ASIC is designed by first writing computer code in a high level language (like C
or Stencil), compiling, running and debugging it on a computer until it works
properly, then using a translating program like Darkroom that will convert the
debugged code into an ASIC design. The design is then fabricated in an IC foundry, packaged and tested.
Camera manufacturers outsource ASIC fabrication since it is much to expensive
to build their own fabrication facility ('fab') for that purpose. A state-of-the-art IC
fab costs several BILLION dollars to build and equip today. And it better run near
capacity because after several years of operation it will no longer be state-of-the
art! Only global semiconductor 'giants' can afford such investments. For example,
Nikon and Canon ASICs are fabricated by Fujitsu.
For those curious about why the cost is so high, send me an email and I will be
glad to provide an overview explaining some of the details (which are beyond the
scope of this column).
* This column (the tenth of a series) explores the technology contained within the various
subsystems of the modern DSLR camera. - Ed ◊

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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DARKROOM: COMPILING HIGH-LEVEL IMAGE PROCESSING CODE
INTO HARDWARE PIPELINES - J. HEGARTY, ET.AL

ENTRY-LEVEL SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
JOB DESCRIPTION - J. HANSON

Rich Bickham

CHARTS & STATISTICS
Rich Bickham

The below charts compare recent trends in image sensor megapixel count in DSLR and cell phone cameras.

The chart on the left shows megapixels vs. year of DSLR
model introductions for both Nikon and Canon brands. Linear curve fits are also shown. They are nearly identical, with a rate of change of 2.67 Megapixels per year for
each brand. The two curves on the right compare megapixel count in cell phone cameras vs. year of introduction for Apple, Samsung and Nokia (Handset Division purchased by Microsoft in 2014). The top chart includes a 41 megapixel cell phone, the Nokia Lumia 808 introduced in 2012, which has been removed in the bottom chart
(since it is somewhat of an 'odd ball' *). Linear curve fits are shown on both cell phone charts, which exhibit the following rates of change:
An interesting note is that (ignoring the Lumia 808) Samsung is on about the same learning
curve in terms of megapixels per year increase in their cell phone introductions as both
Canon and Nikon DSLRs (about 2.7 megapixels per year). Nokia/Microsoft is a little slower
at 2.2 megapixels per year, while Apple is significantly lower at 1.5 megapixels per year.

Nokia: (with Lumia 808): 4.38 megapixels per year
Nokia: without Lumia 808: 2.2 megapixels per year
Apple: 1.46 megapixels per year
Samsung: 2.7 megapixels per year
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CELL PHONE MEGAPIXEL TRENDS
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* The Lumia 808 and its successor the Lumia 1020 (pictured on
the right) have never really taken
off in the market due to several
reasons including form factor and
long development time (resulting
in "stale" technology, design, and
aside from image sensor size,
equivalent or superior specs and
aesthetics being available in the
market almost a year before their
release). They do have a small following though. - Ed

Megapixels

HTTP://WWW.ALLABOUTSYMBIAN.COM/FEATURES/ITEM/19980_LUMIA_1020.PHP
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Data sources: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_Canon_EOS_digital_cameras ; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_Nikon_DSLR_cameras ;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samsung_Galaxy_S_series ; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPhone ; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Nokia_products ;
http://www.apple.com/iphone/compare/ ◊

HUMOR TO MAKE YOU FALL DOWN LAUGHING (or maybe not)

"We photograph all these
trick or treat transactions for
security reasons."

CLICK OR TREAT !
CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

There's always one that won't quit.

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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CLCC IS A MEMBER OF THESE ORGANIZATIONS

READER FEEDBACK
September, 2015 Issue

Loved your article on the found vintage photographs - Meagan Abell.

Thanks for
sharing. I also appreciated the Tips from the Pros & checked out the corresponding sites you were on. Very helpful. And once again, KUDOS to you on the newsletter. I have always been a big fan of it & save all of them for reference. And I
liked how you implemented the judges suggestions for the newsletter & it does
make a difference in grabbing you right away. I enjoy the photos as well as the
great information.
Grace Moline

I

Click Icons to Link
FROM THE EDITOR
Rich Bickham

This month's issue continues to introduce changes to the newsletter suggested by
the 2015 PSA newsletter contest judges. Specifically, two changes have been implemented:
 Photo credits for those images for which a credit is not visible on the
image itself, or mentioned in the article, are shown in the right or left
margins. The vertically oriented font is quite small and may not be
readily readable by some without magnification. However, it is only
included to comply better with legal requirements (although it is unlikely
our 'small', non-profit club would with very limited newsletter circulation would be challenged without it's inclusion.
 More photographs by our club members are included. This practice
will continue in future issues as allowed by member contributions. Such
contributions to the newsletter are always welcome! ◊

HELP WANTED

CLCC is in need of a volunteer to become assistant editor of the newsletter.
Beginning responsibilities may include some of the following:

 Pre-publication review of newsletter drafts for typos and other errors,
 Solicit inputs from members for future newsletters,
 Check and vet websites used in the newsletter,
 Contribute and/or create material for the newsletter.
The position may lead to editor responsibilities should the then-current editor be
unable to perform duties in any given month(s). Rich Bickham will provide training
and guidance. A list of recommended attributes is in the April, 2014 newsletter
(page 4) which can be found in the Newsletter section of the CLCC website.
Interested individuals should contact Rich at richbickham@comcast.net .
We are always looking for good photography tips for the “Tip of the Month” and
interesting links for the “Link of the Month” sections of the newsletter. If you have
something helpful or interesting to share with our club members (which includes
both professionals and novices so both basic and advanced topics are welcome),
send them to richbickham@comcast.net before the newsletter input deadline. ◊

I found the article about night photography interesting but I question the difference
in exposure between a full frame and crop sensor, shouldn't the crop exposure be
longer not shorter since full frame has better light gathering ability? Should it be
600/60*1.5 and not 600/(60*1.5)? Just asking.
Rom Pytel
Rom - Glad you’re interested in astrophotography - you pose a good question. The
600 Rule applies to an estimation of how long an exposure is needed to photograph
the night sky without blurring each point of starlight. This rule is based upon the full
frame 35mm camera sensor with a one-to-one factor for any given lens length. When
using a cropped sensor you multiply the lens length by the crop factor to give the
equivalent full frame field of view . Most Nikon crop sensor DSLRs have a factor of
1.5 - with Canon it is 1.6.
The article referenced a 60mm lens divided into the 600 guide number giving a 10
second exposure. Using a 60mm lens with a 1.5 crop becomes the equivalent of a
90mm telephoto yielding an exposure of about 7 seconds. The reason for a faster
shutter is due to the fact that you are spreading a star’s image over a greater number
of sensor pixels. Each light point is magnified with more chances of blur when making
a long exposure. If you attached a 600mm telephoto lens to a camera with a crop of
1.5 (the equivalent of 900mm) each star point would be very large. Here the rule
suggests an exposure of two-thirds second to avoid blur. Lens length refers to actual
and not electronic magnification.
With any rule in photography, the photographer determines the desired end result. If
blur is unacceptable with a 10 second exposure, then try 8 seconds. Some sky photographers use 500 as a guide instead of 600 believing this produces a better quality
image. The internet has much information on this subject. Also, bunches of information on all aspects of astrophotography from image capture to post-process. If you
haven’t tried sky photography, give it a whirl. It is fun to see what’s out beyond us,
and a neat way to spend a couple of nighttime hours adding to your bag of tricks.
Al Popp
Reader feedback should be sent to richbickham@comcast.net . ◊

OCTOBER MEETING SHOW & TELL CHALLENGE

There will be no October Show & Tell

due to competition night. ◊

OPPORTUNITIES

Get your photography questions answered or your problems solved with our
“Ask a Pro” program. Submit queries to downtownprophoto@sbcglobal.net , and
Jim Pierce will provide an answer or solution to your inquiry in the next newsletter.
The front page picture (Seasonal Image of the Month) of the newsletter will be
chosen from entries received from club members. Your entry must be received by
the newsletter input deadline. Email a jpg image to richbickham@comcast.net with
the subject line “Front Page Image Entry - Month” where Month is the intended
newsletter issue month. The picture should have a seasonal theme.

Narrows Covered Bridge, Parke County, IN - October, 2014
CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

Rich Bickham

Member photos are on display at several venues throughout the area. There are
spots available for additional photos. The photographs need not be competition
winners. All entries must be mounted on either 11x14 or 16x20 inch black mattes,
and have a business-card-size white label mounted in the lower right corner of the
matte with the photograph's title, photographer's name, and the location at which
the photograph was taken. Contact Chuck Rasmussen at chuckr@camira.com if you
have questions or wish to participate. ◊

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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CALENDAR OF COMING CLUB EVENTS - October & November, 2015
DATE

TIME

LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

NOTES

October 6, 2015

6:15 - 7:00 p.m.

Home State Bank
611 S. Main St., CL
Community Room

“Drop in Early” mentoring

1

October 6, 2015

7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Home State Bank
611 S. Main St., CL
Community Room

CLCC October meeting - Competition Night
Donuts & coffee from Country Donuts in Crystal Lake are provided
by club member Larry Swanson.

1

October 10, 2015

8:30 a.m.

Colonial Café
5689 Northwest Hwy., CL

Saturday morning PhotoBug breakfast meeting

2

October 10, 2015

12:30 p.m.

Christian Church of Arlington Hts. CACCA seminar, meeting & competition judging

October 13, 2015

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Home State Bank - CL

October 20,,2015
October 24, 2015

TBD

TBD

October 27, 2015

5

CLCC Class - The Four C's of Photography - Peter Pelke II
Deadline for November newsletter inputs

3

CLCC Photography Outing

4

Target date for November newsletter email distribution

November 3, 2015

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Home State Bank

CLCC November meeting - How To Make Better Pictures - Alan Cox

1

November 14, 2015

8:30 a.m.

Colonial Café

Saturday morning PhotoBug breakfast meeting

2

Notes:
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)

CLCC meetings are held the first Tuesday of every month. Home State Bank is located in Crystal Lake. It’s the large building behind the drive-up just southeast of the
intersection of Route 14 and Main Street. The Community Room is on the lower level - take the elevator just inside the south entrance.
The PhotoBug Breakfast meeting provides an opportunity for open conversation related to photography in general, plus good food and fun. Who knows, you may
take home some great tips and ideas that help you capture better pictures. Don’t dress up – it’s all informal. It’s a great way to get to know the club members on a
more personal level too. This event is held at 8:30 a.m. on the second Saturday of each month.
Email to richbickham@comcast.net .
Outings are tentative based on interest. Details for each outing will be emailed to members as plans are finalized. For further information, contact the club's outing
coordinator Rinus Lammers at rthl@sbcglobal.net .
The monthly CACCA delegates meeting and interclub competitions are held on the second Saturday of each month. Those interested in attending should contact
Lyle Anderson at lyleandr@sbcglobal.net or Royal Pitchford at rpitchford@live.com - you may be able to catch a ride with them. ◊

UPCOMING NON-CLUB EVENTS OF POTENTIAL INTEREST TO MEMBERS
Richardson Farm Corn Maze
World's Largest Corn Maze
Saturday, August 29 to Sunday, November 1
(Closed Mondays, Tuesdays & for bad weather)
909 English Prairie Road
Spring Grove, IL
Goebbert's Pumpkin Patch and Farm Home
Pumpkin Displays, Animals, Amusements & Seasonal Shopping Displays
Free general admission * - Entrance fee for special exhibits
Saturday, September 19 through Saturday, October 31
40 West Higgins Road
South Barrington IL 60010
* For many photographic opportunities, general admission is all that is needed.

Lake Geneva Oktoberfest
Crafts, Restaurant, Wagon Hayrides, Pony Rides & Bouncy Castle
Beautiful Lakefront & Harbor Setting
Saturday & Sunday, October 10 & 11
Downtown Lake Geneva, WI
Open House Chicago 2015
200 Chicago Buildings
Behind-the-Scenes access to all
FREE
Saturday & Sunday, October 17 & 18
Check http://www.openhousechicago.org/ for locations. ◊
CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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